Everyone loves a comeback. Well, we have a comeback story for you, The comeback? Greek wine. It goes a little something like this: there was a time, starting almost 2750 years ago, and lasting for centuries, that Greeks made the best wine in the world. Greece was the wine making version of the Patriots in 2000’s, unstoppable. Then, everything wine-wise in Greece turned into a dumpster fire. For centuries Greece was the wine making version of the Patriots in the 1980’s, where victory went to die. But the Greeks did not quit. The Greeks knew their ancestors had made astounding wine, and they knew they could do it again. So, in the last thirty years the Greeks have staged the greatest comeback the wine world has ever seen. They took all the ancient skill, the epic old vineyards and brought back brilliant Greek wines. Wines that are now the envy of the world. These wines fall into two categories; first, wines that follow a more classic route, using the knowledge of centuries to influence the wines creation. Second, the wines that are not bound by classic style. They take influence from wherever they choose, and in some cases just make something utterly unique and groundbreaking. We have separated our wines into those two categories: Classics and Radicals. The Classics, under “Homer”, who wrote about wine like no other in the ancient world. The Radicals, under “George Michael”, because he was fabulous. Like Greek wine. Pick a lane or drive down both, either way you are in for quite a ride. Yiayias.

"Wine can of their wits the wise beguile, Make the sage frolic, and the serious smile"  - Homer.

"Club Tropicana, drinks are free"  - George Michael.
Moschofilero Tselepos PDO Mantinia 2020
Like standing in an orange orchard in summertime. And you’re in love.

Assyrtiko/Monemvasia Sigalas “AM” PGI Cyclades 2019
Sancerre France and Santorini Greece had a love child.

Vidiano Paterianakis “Melissokipos” PGI Crete 2019
This wine is like a bunny. Hug it, you will feel better.

Robola Gentilini “Rhombus” PDO Cephalonia 2020
Like drinking sunshine, you will like drinking sunshine.

Assyrtiko, Domaine Porto Carras, PGI Halkidiki 2019
Elon Musk has sent this wine to space.

Malagousia Domaine Porto Carras PGI Halkidiki 2018
The OG Malagousia made by the natural born hustler.

Lagorthi Edanos PGI Achaia 2020
Prevents boredom, Annoying Workday Syndrome, and Zombieism. No side effects.

Assyrtiko/Semillon Biblia Chora “Ovilos” PGI Mt. Pangeon 2018
A wine so rich, AOC wants to tax it.

Assyrtiko Hatzidakis “Cuvee #15” PDO Santorini 2018
Sometimes you have a wine that makes everyone just look at each other in awe. This is that wine.

Assyrtiko Venetasanos “Nykteri” PDO Santorini 2018
Made the same way for thousands of years, truly a wine of myths.

Agiorgitiko/Agiorgitiko Markou Vineyards ‘’Emeis’’ PGI Attiki 2020
Drinking this is like taking edibles and watching “Rick and Morty”

Agiorgitiko Troupis ‘Fteri’ PGI Peloponnesos 2020
More fun than a barrel of monkeys. Which makes no sense.

A barrel full of monkeys would be horrifying.

Vlahiko Giannas PGI Ioannina 2018
Technically this is wrong to say but this wine helps you forget how horrid your relatives are.

Limniona Oenops PGI Thessaly 2018
Somebody somewhere is making fire TikToks about this wine.

Pinot Noir Biblia Chora “Solé” PGI Mt. Pangeon 2017
Pinot Noir is originally from Greece. Ok, that’s a lie but this Pinot tastes like it’s true.

Mandilaria Venetsanos PGI Cyclades 2017
I don’t care what you grill, this wine will be delicious with it.

Go ahead, grill a car tire. This wine will still work.

Marashteki/Mavro Vouni Panayia “Plakota” PGI Paphos 2018
Served at the wedding of Costas Fonzarelli Yannoulis Von Flowergarden, 3rd Duke of Fall River.

Merlot/Cabernet Franc/Agiorgitiko La Tour Melas ‘’Cyprus One’’ PGI Aichinos 2017
You know in movies the scenes when the stylish villain is drinking red wine? They are drinking this.

Syrah Avantis PGI Evia 2017
Makes wines from the Rhone and Barossa quake in fear. More elegant than a Chanel dress.

Syrah/Limnio/Merlot Cervassilou “Estate Red” PGI Epanomi 2018
Black cherries, bittersweet chocolate in a mahogany bowl. Confused? You’ll see.

Xinomavro/Limniona/Mavroudi Genoptis “Apia” PGI Drama 2019
A Californian and a Greek walk into a bar...No joke, just great wine.

Mavroudi/Limnio Anatoilikos ‘Natural Red’ PGI Avdria 2016
When Anya Taylor-Joy and I hang out and play chess, we drink this. A lot of this.

Syrah/Merlot/Xinomavro Alpha Estate “SMX” PGI Florina 2016
I love it when you call me Big Poppa.

Cabernet Sauvignon/Merlot/Xinomavro Kechris “Fourth Dimension” PGI Macedonia 2017
This wine is like Texas: big, brash, loud, obnoxious, and carrying a gun. Kinda cool though.

Limnio/Mavroudi/Mavrotragano Cerovassilou “Avaton” PGI Epanomi 2014
I got into a fight trying to take a bottle of this from a wine conference. Was not pretty.

Syrah/Carignan/Merlot/Xinomavro ‘Grand Reserve’ PGI Nemea 2013
You are on a date, your date does not like this, get up, walk away and never look back.

Agioskotsikos Parnassos “Reserve” PGI Peloponnesos 2013
Drinking this made my 2020 bearable.

Xinomavro/Krasso/Thristo Tsantali ‘’Reserve’’ PDO Rapsani 2016
Grown and made on Mt. Olympus, the home of the Gods. What else do you mere mortals need?

Mavrotragano Galvas PDO Cyclades 2016
You’re an old country farmer but your farm is on Santorini so your land is worth millions. You drink this.

Mavrodaphne Gentilini “Eclipse” PDO Cephalonia 2016
What Edgar Allen Poe drank while writing The Raven.